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METHOD FOR PERFORMING STATIC WEAR
LEVELING ON FLASH MEMORY

tion layer or a block reclamation unit of a native ?le system,
wherein the highly e?icient static wear leveling unit traces a

distribution status of the block leveling by using less memory
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

spaces. Therefore, the static wear leveling unit examines a

distribution record of the block leveling for ?nding out the
block whose leveling cycles are less than a predetermined
threshold when the system is idle, and then sends a request to

The present invention generally relates to a method for
performing a static wear leveling on a ?ash memory, and
more particularly, to a wear leveling method used for a
memory block leveling of a ?ash memory with accurate wear

the block reclamation unit to level the block. The data of such
a block which is rarely updated would be compelled to move
from a block to another block which is leveled frequently.

leveling cycles.

This could average the leveling cycles of the blocks extremely
to approach the effects of lower cost, higher transplantation

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

and wear leveling.

In a present ?ash memory data access management tech
nique, a data stored in a ?ash memory block could not be read

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

out correctly after block leveling of approximate one hundred
thousand cycles. Such a matter that a ?ash memory block

The foregoing aspects and many of the attendant advan
tages of this invention will become more readily appreciated

could not be read correctly due to excessive leveling cycles is
generally called ‘Write-through’. Since the ?ash memory has
a limited service life, it is a signi?cant topic to create how to

20

?ash memory service life. For solving the problem, the con

ventional method approaches the wear leveling cycles of
every block as equivalent as possible by evenly distributing
the data into every block of the ?ash memory with utiliZing of

as the same becomes better understood by reference to the

following detailed description, when taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

procrastinate Write through of the block for prolongating the

FIG. 1 illustrates a system schematic diagram which
caches an address translation layer of a ?ash memory by
25

utiliZing a method for performing a static wear leveling on a

a Wear Leveling Scheme.

?ash memory according to the present invention;

The conventional Wear Leveling Scheme comprises a
Dynamic Wear Leveling Scheme and a Static Wear Leveling

lation layer of a ?ash memory in method according to the

FIG. 2 illustrates a ?ow chart of caching an address trans

Scheme. The implementation of the Dynamic Wear Leveling
Scheme is to update data or write a data into a free block of a

system, wherein the free block is formed by leveling the block
whose data are overdue. Therefore, advantages of the
Dynamic Wear Leveling Scheme includes a simpli?ed
design, low cost, and block leveling cycles more than the
predetermined amount. However, drawbacks of the Dynamic

present invention;
30

invention;
FIG. 4 illustrates a diagram of a second embodiment for a

block leveling table in the method according to the present
35

Wear Leveling Scheme are that the block which stores fre

invention;
FIG. 5 illustrates a ?ow chart of a maintenance operation

quently updated data is leveled frequently and the block
which stores rarely updated data is leveled infrequently;
Therefore the leveling cycles of all blocks are not equalized.
In addition, an implementation of the Static Wear Leveling
Scheme is to keep traces of the leveling cycles of every block.
In other words, the Static Wear Leveling Scheme levels the
less leveling-cycle block when the system needs extra free
blocks. Therefore, the advantage of the Static Wear Leveling
Scheme completely achieves the wear leveling for the blocks.
However, the drawbacks of the Static Wear Leveling Scheme

FIG. 3 illustrates a diagram of a ?rst embodiment for a

block leveling table in the method according to the present

for a block leveling table in the method according to the

present invention;
FIG. 6 illustrates a ?ow chart of a recession operation for a
40

block leveling table structure in the method according to the

present invention;
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
45

are higher system management expense, such as moving sur

plus data and consuming memory spaces required for traces
of the leveling cycles of every block.
50

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Please refer to FIG. 1. FIG. 1 illustrates a system schematic
diagram which caches an address translation layer of a ?ash
memory by utiliZing a method for performing a static wear
leveling on a ?ash memory according to the present invention.
The conventional system communicates with a ?le system 20
such as FAT or EXT2 via a ?ash translation layer 10. In

addition, the conventional system also can directly commu
nicate with a virtual ?le system 40 via a native ?le system 30

To solve the foregoing drawbacks, an objective of the
present invention is to provide a method for performing a

such as JFFS2 orYAFFS2 and access a ?ash memory 60 via

static wear leveling on a ?ash memory, and this static wear 55

a MTD (Memory Technology Device) 50.

leveling is capable of achieving the complete wear leveling

The ?ash translation layer 10 comprises a memory man
agement unit 11 and a block reclamation unit 12; likewise the
native ?le system 30 also comprises a memory management
unit 3 1 and a block reclamation unit 32. Accordingly, the ?ash
translation layer 10 and the native ?le system 30 are upwardly
linked to the virtual ?le system 40 via the memory manage
ment unit 11 and the memory management unit 31, respec

under a less system management expense.
Another objective of the present invention is to provide a
method for performing a static wear leveling on a ?ash
memory, which only needs to dispose at least one static wear

60

leveling unit having higher transplantation and versatility for
a conventional ?ash translation layer or a block reclamation

unit of a native ?le system.
In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, the
method for performing the static wear leveling unit on the

?ash memory additionally disposes at least one highly e?i
cient static wear leveling unit to a conventional ?ash transla

tively. In addition, the memory management unit 11 and the
65

memory management unit 31 are downwardly linked to the
block reclamation unit 12 and the block reclamation unit 32,

respectively, and thereby manage and perform a block level
ing operation on the ?ash memory 60.

US 8,700,839 B2
3
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The basic concept of the method according to the present
invention is additionally dispose a static wear leveling unit

means that the physical block 61 corresponding to which
value is 0 in the ?eld 621 or the ?eld 621' of the block leveling
table 62 or the block leveling table 62' should be leveled by
the block reclamation unit 12 or 32 in the ?ash translation
layer 10 or the native ?le system 30.
After adding 1 into the ?eld 621 or 621' whose value is 0,

100 into either the block reclamation unit 12 of the ?ash
translation layer 10 or the block reclamation unit 32 of the

native ?le system 30. By utilizing the ?ash translation layer
10 or the native ?le system 30 alternatively, the method of the
present invention can achieve the effects of higher transplan
tation and wear leveling. In addition, the static wear leveling

in the step 230, a maintaining operation is performed for the
block leveling table 62 or the block leveling table 62'.
In step (240), before the block reclamation unit 12 or 32
requested by the static wear leveling unit 100 in the ?ash
translation layer 10 or the native ?le system 30 starts to level
the physical block 61 of the ?ash memory 60, the block

unit 100 can be implemented by a hardware circuit or soft
ware.

Please refer to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4. FIG. 2 illustrates a ?ow
chart of caching an address translation layer of a ?ash
memory in the method according to the present invention, as
an operation of the static wear leveling unit 1 00 shown in FIG.

reclamation unit 12 or 32 noti?es a memory management unit
11 or 31 to prohibit any access to the ?ash memory while

1. Accordingly, the ?ow chart comprises the following steps
from (200) to step (290).
After the system starts in step 200, step (205) de?nes a
block leveling table according to the physical block 61 of the
?ash memory 60. In other words, as shown in FIG. 3 or 4, the
de?ned block leveling table 62 or 62' is dependent on the

20

leveling the block 61, and then start to move the valid data
stored in the physical block 61 that the static wear leveling
unit 100 wants to level. Next, the static wear leveling unit 100
starts to level the physical block 61 whose valid data have
been moved out.
In step (250), the block reclamation unit 12 or 32 noti?es

number of the leveling cycles for the physical block 61 of a
?ash memory 60. In FIG. 3, the block leveling table 62 exhib

the memory management unit 11 or 31 of a new physical

its an one-to-multiple mode that a physical block 61 corre

moved after the block reclamation unit 12 or 32 moves the

sponds to a 4-bit ?eld 621 value, wherein the ?rst physical
block 611 has been leveled for 6 cycles and the third physical
block 613 has been leveled once as pointed by arrows in FIG.
3.
As shown in FIG. 4, the block leveling table 62' exhibits a
multiple-to-one mode that more than one physical block 61
corresponds to a 1-bit ?eld value 621', wherein the second

address where the valid data of the physical block 61 has been

25

ing relationship between the new physical address of the
physical block 61 and a logical address of the valid data.
In step (260), the block reclamation unit 12 or 32 linked to
30

In step 270, the static wear leveling unit 100 identi?es if all

35

Step 280 performs a recession operation for the block
leveling table 62 or 62' and the process goes back to step
40

45

50

its command queue receives an access command from an

Step (235) to ?nish; Otherwise it goes to the step (234)
Step (234) adds 1 into the ?eld 621 or 621' whose value
appears 0 for the block leveling table 62 or 62'. Therefore in

the ?ash memory 60, an accurate leveling cycle of the physi
60

cal block 61 can be examined.
Please refer to FIG. 6, FIG. 6 illustrates a ?ow chart of a

recession operation for a block leveling table in the method
according to the present invention, as mentioned above in the

ing the step (230), and otherwise, ending the follow-up steps.

step (255) of FIG. 2. The ?ow chart comprises the following
steps from (281) to (284).

In step (230), the static wear leveling unit 100 requests the
block reclamation unit 12 or 32 of the ?ash translation layer
10 or the native ?le system 30 to force leveling a block which
has not been leveled for a long time and add 1 to the ?eld 621
or the ?eld 621' corresponding to the physical block 61. It

in the ?ash translation layer 10 and the native ?le system 30
noti?es the static wear leveling unit 100 of leveling the physi
cal block which will be leveled in the ?ash memory 60.
Step (233) identi?es if the ?eld value corresponded to the
block in the block leveling table reaches a maximum value by
examining if all values of the ?eld 621 or 621' for the block
leveling table 62 or 62' appear 0. If yes, the process goes to

55

speci?c period when the virtual ?le system 40 of the native
?le system 30 do not send any request to access the ?ash
memory.
In step (220), at least one static wear leveling unit 100
examines if a distribution status of the block leveling concen
trates in excess of a premeditated threshold. If yes, progress

maintaining operation for a block leveling table in the method
according to the present invention, as mentioned in the step
(220) in FIG. 2. The ?ow chart comprises the steps from (231)
to (235) as the followings.
The maintaining operation starts in step (231). In the next
step (232), at least one of the block reclamation unit 12 or 32

60, alternatively.
upper layer as at least one of the ?ash translation layer 10 and
the native ?le system 30. If the static wear leveling unit
receives any access command, then end the follow-up steps.
Otherwise, the static wear leveling unit 100 operates after a

(210). And, the system ?nish implements in FIG. 290.
Please refer to FIG. 5. FIG. 5 illustrates a ?ow chart of a

block leveling table 62 or the block leveling table 62' are
stored in the static wear leveling unit 100 or the ?ash memory

In step (210) the static wear leveling unit 100 examines if

?eld values of the block leveling table 62 or 62' have been
scanned by examining if all values in the ?eld 621 or 621' of
the block leveling table 62 or 62' appear 1. If yes, the next step
280 is performed; Otherwise the process goes back to step

(210).

same ?eld value 621' are never leveled.

However, if one of the second physical block 612 and the
third physical block 613 has been leveled, then a data updated
frequently would be written into other physical blocks 61.
Oppositely, if a data rarely updated is ?nally written into the
physical blocks 61, it means the data stored in the second
physical block 612 and the third physical block 613 both are
rarely updated and to be compelled to move. In addition, the

the static wear leveling unit 100 noti?es the memory man
agement unit 11 or 31 that the physical block 61 has been

leveled completely.

physical block 612 is a physical block without level and the

third physical block 613 has been leveled. However, the block
leveling table 62' only provides that at least one physical
block of both the second physical block 612 and the third
physical block 613 has been leveled. Even though the accu
racy of the mode is imperfect, the data still can be compelled
to move and level only when the second physical block 612
and the third physical block 613 both corresponding to the

valid data and then levels the physical block 61 so that the
memory management unit 11 or 31 can update a correspond

65

The recession operation starts in the step (281). The next
step (282) identi?es if all values of the ?elds 621 or 621' in the
block leveling table 62 or 62' appear non-zero by examining

US 8,700,839 B2
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if all values of the ?elds 621 or 621' appear 1. If yes, the
process goes to the step 283; Otherwise it goes to the step 284
to ?nish.

(C) examining if a distribution status of the block leveling
cycles concentrates block leveling cycles in excess of a
premeditated threshold, wherein if the distribution sta

Step (283) subtracts the values of the ?eld 621 from the

tus concentrates block leveling cycles to be in excess of

value of a minimum ?eld 621 for the block leveling table 62
or subtracts the values of the ?eld 621' from the value of a
minimum ?eld 621' for the block leveling table 62'. There

the premeditated threshold, proceeding to step (D), and
if the distribution status is smaller than the premeditated

threshold, proceeding to step (M);

fore, the value of the minimum ?led 621 of the block leveling

(D) requesting the block reclamation unit of either the ?ash

table 62 or the minimum ?led 621' of the block leveling table

translation layer or the native ?le system to force level
ing of the physical block corresponding to a ?eld whose

62' appears 0. The step (284) ?nishes the operation.
In conclusion, a basic concept of the static wear leveling
unit 100 of the present invention is to trace the distribution
status of each physical block 61 in the ?ash memory 60 by

value appears 0 in the block leveling table, proceeding to

step (E);
(E) adding 1 into the ?eld of the block leveling table whose
value appears 0 and performing a maintaining operation,
wherein the maintaining operation of the step (E) further
comprises the steps of:
(El) notifying the static wear leveling unit for leveling
the physical block which is to be leveled by using at

utiliZing less memory space. By examining a record regard
ing to the leveling distribution, the static wear leveling unit
100 can ?nd out the physical block 61 whose leveling cycles
are less than the threshold when the system is idle (as the
command queue does not receive any access command from

the upper layer for a long time). Such a physical block 61 still
stores data and hasn’t been leveled for a long time. In addi
tion, the static wear leveling unit 100 sends a request for
leveling the physical block 61 to the block reclamation unit 12
or 32. Therefore, the data rarely updated is compelled to move
from a physical block 61 to another physical block 61 which

20

least one of the block reclamation unit of the ?ash

is leveled frequently so that the leveling cycles for the physi
cal block 61 are averaged extremely for a long period.
In addition, since the static wear leveling unit 100 only

25

translation layer and the native ?le system;
(E2) identifying if the ?eld value corresponding to the
physical block in the block leveling table reaches a
maximum value by examining if the ?eld value in the
physical block of the block leveling table appears 0,

communicates with the block reclamation unit 12 or 32, it
only needs to add an interface into the block reclamation unit
12 of the ?ash translation layer 10 or the block reclamation
unit 32 of the native ?le system 30 to communicate with the

wherein if the maximum value is not reached, pro

ceeding to step (E3), and if the maximum value is

reached, proceeding to step (E4);
30

static wear leveling unit 100 without modifying other parts of
the system. Therefore, the original operation scheme built
with the memory management unit 11 of the ?ash translation
layer 10, the memory management unit 31 of the native ?le
system 30, the block reclamation unit 12 of the ?ash transla
tion layer 10, and the block reclamation unit 32 of the native
?le system 30 are all preserved.
As mentioned above, FIG. 1 to FIG. 6 illustrating the
method for performing the static wear leveling on the ?ash
memory according to the present invention should be under
stood by a person skilled in the art, the foregoing preferred
embodiments of the present invention are illustrative rather

(E4) ?nished with the maintaining operation, proceed
ing to step (F);
35

physical block of the ?ash memory, notifying the

40
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included within the spirit and scope of the appended claims,
the scope of which should be accorded the broadest interpre
tation so as to encompass all such modi?cations and similar
structure.
50

What is claimed is:
1. A method for performing a static wear leveling on a ?ash
memory, which is performed by at least one static wear lev
eling unit linked to a block reclamation unit of either a ?ash
translation layer or a native ?le system having a memory

(K) identifying if all values of the ?elds in the block level

table and then returning to step (B), wherein the reces

comprising the steps of:

sion operation further comprises the steps of:
60

(L1) identifying if all values of the ?elds in the block
leveling table appear non-zero, wherein if all values of
the ?elds appear non-zero, proceeding to step (L2),

traces of block leveling cycles of the physical block of
the ?ash memory, then proceeding to step (B);

received, proceeding to step (M), and otherwise, pro
ceeding to step (C);

proceeding to step (I);
(J) notifying the memory management unit that the physi
cal block is leveled completely, then proceeding to step
ing table appear 1, then proceeding to step (L); and
(L) performing a recession operation in the block leveling

tion on a physical block of the ?ash memory, the method

(B) examining if an access command has been received
from at least one of the ?ash translation layer and the
native ?le system, wherein if the access command is

memory, then proceeding to step (G);
(G) moving a valid data stored in the physical block which
is to be leveled, then proceeding to step (H);
(H) the block reclamation unit starts to level the physical
block whose valid data have been moved out, then pro
ceeds to step (I);
(I) notifying the memory management unit of a new physi
cal address to which the valid data of the physical block
is moved after leveling the physical block for updating a
corresponding relationship between the new physical
address of the physical block to which the valid data has
been moved and a logical address of the valid data, then

(K);
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management unit, wherein the block reclamation unit is
linked to the ?ash memory for performing a leveling opera
(A) de?ning a block leveling table whose ?elds are used for

(F) before the block reclamation unit starts to level the
memory management unit to prohibit access to the ?ash

than limiting of the present invention. It is intended that they
cover various modi?cations and similar arrangements be

(E3) adding 1 into the ?eld of the block leveling table
whose value appears 0 for performing the maintaining
operation, and proceeding to step (E4); and

and otherwise, proceeding to step (L3);
65

(L2) subtracting the values of the ?elds of the block
leveling table from the value of a minimum ?eld of the
block leveling table to achieve the value of the mini
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mum ?eld of the block leveling table appearing 0, and

proceeding to step (L3); and
(L3) ?nished With the recession operation; and
(M) ?nished With the method for performing a static wear
leveling.
5

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the block leveling table
is a multi-bit value in step (B).
3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the block leveling table
is a single-bit value in step (B).
*

*

*

*

*

